Handwashing Step #1: Hot Shot and Chill remind you to wet your hands with warm water.
Handwashing Step #2:
When you see Squeaks, you know it's time to apply soap.
Handwashing Step #3: Taki keeps time while you rub your hands together, between the fingers, too— for 20 seconds. If you can’t count that high, count to 10 two times in a row— that makes 20!
Handwashing Step #4:

Scruff makes sure that you don’t forget your fingernails.
Handwashing Step #5: Tank is there to remind you to rinse away all the soap.
Handwashing Step #6:
P.T. shows you how to dry your hands with a paper towel or warm hand dryer.
BAC
The kingpin of all bacteria, he can pop up anywhere and everywhere without being seen by the naked eye. He has millions of bacteria, parasites and infections at his disposal to help him carry out his grimy deeds.
SAL MONELLA

As BAC’s rotten-tootin’ sidekick, he gives cowboys a bad name (not to mention an upset stomach).
INFLUENZA ENZO (THE FLU)
THE GODFATHER OF ALL VIRUSES,
HE’LL MAKE YOU A FEVER YOU CAN’T REFUSE.
BIG E COLI

BIG E considers himself the King of food borne bacteria.